When you see an engineer reading SPECTRUM magazine, you already know a great deal about him—or her. SPECTRUM is not written for the casual reader, so you know he has an exceptional interest in becoming and remaining a best-informed EE. SPECTRUM is edited primarily to provide current awareness for its readers. The educational level of SPECTRUM's average reader is well above that of the engineering community at large. As a matter of fact, two of five SPECTRUM readers have even earned a masters or a doctorate. With this kind of background, it is no surprise that our average reader's income is above $27,000. His stability and reliability are confirmed by his ten years with his present company. And as a member of IEEE, he has ready access to those colleagues and distinguished peers who willingly provide the source of expertise required. Our reader's involvement takes him to any or several of the more than 1,000 technical IEEE-sponsored meetings around the globe each year. Besides looking forward to his copy of SPECTRUM magazine every month, the average reader also subscribes to two or more of the 40 magazines and technical journals published by IEEE. Apparently, our engineer-readers like what they find, because our numbers keep growing—now over 180,000 worldwide, with over 70% paying their own dues. Eclectic best describes the SPECTRUM reader who finds his magazine edited to fit his selective approach to finding the best information to satisfy his needs. The IEEE engineer has been to "school," yet continues to "do his homework," and he stays involved with his profession and his technical society. He is mature and responsible. Yes, SPECTRUM's reader has really paid his dues.